Nowadays many applications require text similarity. It becomes important for comparing texts on websites. Keywords are useful for a variety of purposes, including summarizing, indexing, labeling, information retrieval, text similarity, clustering, and searching. The objective of the proposed systemis achieving automatic test for text similarity and compute similarity ratio. The system based on several techniques especially English Morphological Analyzer (EMA). In this work, keyword extraction and text summarization are very useful to determine text similarity for long and very long texts. The proposed system solves the problem of text similarity through applying several statistics and linguistic approaches especially based on morphological rules. The linguistic approaches in this system also include synonym, word-frequencies, word position, and Part-Of-Speech (POS). It will be shown that keyword extraction and text summarization that are built on EMA approach and other statistics and linguistic approaches are very useful in building high accurate method for text similarity. The system was tested and the accuracy rates of results bounded from %58.89 to %111.
Introduction
The need for new software to solve the problems of texts became necessary. That is because the variety of purposes for which the computer and websites have been used. As one of such problems is text similarity. Text similarity is a common and basic issue to consider in many fields [1] . There are a growing number of tasks that require computing the similarity between texts. It is important to find an appropriate approach for comparing texts. It could be useful for checking answers' rightness, especially for questions that have long answers. Also it is useful for comparing texts on websites.
Similarity is a fundamental concept in the representation of vague knowledge and approximate reasoning. Goodman suggested that two objects "a and b are more alike than c and d if the cumulative importance of the properties shared by a and b is greater than that of the properties shared by c and d".
Many methods are used to calculate similarity. The traditional bag-of-words approaches treattext as unordered words and do not understand the grammatical roles of words, such as subjects or objects, or the partof-speech roles of words, such as nouns or verbs. In Simfinder approach; different primitives (such as "words that are nouns" or "words that are verbs") are identified. Similarity is computed over all of these features. For two sentences, Simfinder will compute how similar those sentences are based on each feature, and it combines all the similarities into a single final similarity value representing the overall similarity of the two sentences [4] .
Text clustering technology has appeared for a long time. Many models such as VSM (Vector Space Model), DBScan (DensityBased Scan) and SOM (Self-Organizing Map) have been researched and improved repeatedly. It is a key step to calculate similarities, or distances, amount texts [5] . Asymmetric word similarities could be used as a tool for automatically computing similarities between words on the basis of their contexts [2] .
Many methods are used for measuring similarity between short segments of texts. These measures include simple lexical 414 matching, stemming, and text representations, kernel function for semantic similarity [6, 7] .
This work develops a method for text similarity. It based on previously improved techniques by Ahmad and Abeer (2112) [8] and Abeer (2114) [9] . It depends on EMA, keyword extraction, key phrase extraction [8] , and text summarization [9] .
The developed method is summarized by applying the English Morphological Analysis on the text. Then it applies statistics and linguistics approaches such as; synonym, word position, and Part-Of-Speech (POS), then it computes words frequencies. For short texts, frequency is enough to compare two texts and compute the ratio of similarity between them. For long text, the method uses additional linguistic approach. It applies keywords extraction then computes the similarity. While for very long texts, it applies text summarization then computes the similarity.
Related Works
Wei Li et al. (2115) [11] propose the Critical Sentence Vector Model (CSVM), a novel model to measure text similarity. The CSVM accounts for the structural and semantic information of the document. Compared to existing methods based on keyword vector, e.g. Vector Space Model (VSM), CSVM measures documents similarity by measuring similarity between critical sentence vectors extracted from documents.
James Lewis et al. (2116) [11] create and optimize a new, hybrid search system for Medline that takes natural text as input and then delivers results with high precision and recall. The combination of a fast, lowsensitivity weighted keyword-based first pass algorithm to cast a wide net to gather an initial set of literature, followed by a unique sentence-alignment based similarity algorithm to rank order those results was developed that is sensitive, fast and easy to use. Several text similarity search algorithms, both standard and novel, were implemented and tested in order to determine which obtained the best results in information retrieval exercises.
A. Islam and D. Inkpen (2118) [12] present a method for measuring the semantic similarity of texts using a corpus-based measure of semantic word similarity and a normalized and modified version of the Longest Common Subsequence(LCS) string matching algorithm. Existing methods for computing text similarity have focused mainly on either large documents or individual words. We focus on computing the similarity between two sentences or two short paragraphs. The proposed method can be exploited in a variety of applications involving textual knowledge representation and knowledge discovery. Evaluation results on two different data sets show that the method outperforms several competing methods.
Lian Li, Ai Hong Zhu and Tao Su (2111) [11] give an improved text similarity calculation algorithm. The traditional text similarity calculation algorithm may lead to inaccurate results, because it does not consider the effect of same feature words between texts. This problem is solved in this work.
Considering that the amount of same feature words reflects two texts' similarity in some extent, the improved algorithm adds in the coverage measured parameter, which effectively reduces the interference of texts with lower similarity. The simulation and experimental results verify the improved algorithm's correctness and effectiveness.
Andrzej Siemiński (2112) [14] presents and evaluates an efficient algorithm for measuring semantic similarity of texts. Calculating the level of semantic similarity of texts is a very difficult task and the proposed up to now methods suffer from computational complexity. This substantially limits their application area. The proposed algorithm tries to reduce the problem by merging a computationally efficient statistical approach to text analysis with a semantic component. The semantic properties of text words are extracted from the Word Net lexical database. The approach was tested using Word Nets for two languages: English and Polish.
The Proposed System
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The proposed system consists of five main components, see Fig. (1); interface module, morphology processing module, work memory module, keyword extraction module and compute similarity module. All modules will be explained one after another.
Fig.(7)
The proposed system modules.
Interface Module
Name of this module refers to its task. It is the point of interaction between the system and external texts; also it is the control unit of the proposed system. Interface module has connections to all modules inside the system, and it controls their work. Interface module receives number of texts may be two or more. The first one is considered as source text while others are test texts. Each one of test texts must be compared with source text to calculate similarity ratio. In addition to task of interaction; this module performs the main processes of current approach, see Fig.(2) Fig.(4) The processes done by interface module.
Morphology Processing Module
This module performs the task of word analysis. It receives source word from interface module, analyses the word, and then return its root to the interface module. Mainly this module decomposes into two types of components; dictionaries and morphological rules as shown in Fig. (4) . Dictionaries include; EMA dictionary, stemmer dictionary, abbreviations dictionary, and synonym dictionary. Morphological rules depended on rules that proved at the previous work "Using English Morphological Analyzer to Decrease the Dictionary Size in Keywords Extraction Techniques" (2112) [8] . At that work morphology processing was depends on EMA and stemmer. So, morphological rules in current work include EMA analyzer and English stemmer analyzer. EMA dictionary of current work designed to increase accuracy of its performance. It divides stop-words to three types, first type includes negation stop-words, second type includes subject pronouns, and all others will be at third type. This division helps interface module to describe texts clearly. In interface module each one of its tasks needs a specific part of morphology processing module. Preprocessing task needs abbreviation dictionary. Word analysis needs EMA analyzer, EMA rules, EMA dictionary, stemmer analyzer, and stemmer dictionary. Replace synonym needs synonym dictionary. In addition to roots; this module provides Fig.(4) .
Working Memory Module
Working memory is the place (databases) in which all intermediate results must be stored. These results are constructed at interface module, and stored here to be used in constructing other intermediate results by other modules, until reaching the last required results.
Intermediate results were stored in working memory as facts. Facts that constructed by interface module interesting with; describing each sentence (its order, negation flag, list of POS, first word position, and last word position), describing each word (position, source, root-or-stem, POS), word frequency, counters (of sentences, negations, and subject pronouns). Then facts of keywords and summarization will be constructed by keywords and summarized text module. At last similarity module constructs facts to calculate the similarity ratio between texts.
Keywords & Summarized Text Module
The proposed system considered a received text as short text, long text, or very long text. In case of short text, the comparison will be implemented between facts that are stored as intermediate results in working memory (results that constructed by interface module).
It is difficult to check similarity between long texts. Because a long text contains unimportant information (noise), which could be different in two texts, while the important information may be the same. Facts that were constructed and stored on working memory are not enough to compare two long texts, but they are enough to extract keywords and key-phrases. So, keywords and key-phrases will be extracted and saved on working memory. Method that was proved at the previous work (2112) [8] is used at current work to extract keywords.
In case of very long text, text summarization will be needed. Text summarization means; reduces text without losing any one of diverse topics of the source text. After constructing keywords, facts at working memory became enough for summarizing text. Method that was proved at a previous work (2114) [9] is used at current work to construct the summarized text, then it will be saved in working memory too. Now interface module will manipulate the summarized text.
Similarity Module
Task of this module is calculating similarity between texts considering intermediate results that found in working memory. The proposed system provides detail description about sentences and about all words in texts. Surly, considering intermediate results will enforce the accuracy rate because the comparison will be closer to natural language understanding. The proposed system compares any two texts depending on their meaning not on the specific words inside texts.
In case of short texts, this module uses facts constructed by interface module (words frequencies, counters and POS) to calculate similarity ratio as described in Fig.(5) . In case of long texts, this module uses keywords and other facts that stored in working memory (counters and POS) to calculate similarity ratio as described in Fig.(6) . In case of very long text, this approach converts very long text to long text as described in Fig.(1) . So the calculation of similarity ratio will be as described in Fig.(6) .
Algorithm for calculating similarity ratio between two short texts Input: all facts stored on working memory, (facts of source-text (ST), and facts of tested text (TT)). Output: similarity ratio. Begin Step1: create: similarity-negation-counter (sn), similarity-counter (sc), and different-nouncounter (dnc). sn=1, sc=1, dnc=1. Step2: for each two sentences if equal negation flag then sn=sn+1. Step3: compare all words frequencies in two texts as following: 3.1: if they are equal then sc=sc+freq. 3.2: if they are not equal then add minimum (sc=sc+freqMin), and check POS for the missing word, if it is noun then dnc=dnc+missing. Step4: make sure that nc=negation counter of ST. Step9: if sc=frequencies of ST then similarity- 
Results and Discussions
Dictionary which is limited and dedicated for artificial intelligence domain had been designed and built, so it was called "Artificial Intelligence Ddictionary" (A.I.Dic). Its design was compatible with the structure of dictionaries in Morphological processing module of the proposed system. A.I.Dic is necessary to test the proposed system. Also the proposed system needs many real texts with variety longs to fallow its behavior and test its results. It is a good idea to achieve many samples of real texts from a real examination. So the right answer will be the source texts, and answers of students will be the tested texts. The similarity ratio will be compared with the real degree of the student to test the truthful of the proposed system. Fig.(2) Algorithm for computing similarity ratio of long texts. The final examination of "Multi-Agent systems" course-2111 at department of computer science/ Al-Nahrain University was chosen. Testing needs three types of source texts; short, long, and very long. For each type twenty samples of texts had been checked using the proposed system. In other word, for each type check the similarity of twenty students' answers with the right answer that is provided by the lecturer. The variety of tested samples was necessary, to achieve real texts with variety degrees of similarities, in order to ensure the performance of the proposed system and ensure the truthful of its results. So, sixty samples of real texts were used to perform the process of testing the proposed system.
Table (1) shows results of applying the proposed system on the twenty short real texts samples. As shown in table 1 the accuracy rate that achieved by this system for short texts was %98.85. The proposed system used root frequencies to compute the similarity ratio for short texts. As a trying to increase the accuracy rate for short texts, the proposed system went forward on its method and applied key-phrases extraction on samples of short texts, then it achieved accuracy rate %111. %99.45. The proposed system used keywords to compute the similarity ratio for long texts. It was clear that the accuracy rate of using keywords is higher than using root frequencies although the texts were longer in the second case.
Table (1) shows results of applying the proposed system on the twenty very long real texts samples. As shown in table 1 the accuracy rate that achieved by this system for very long texts was %99.15. First, the proposed system used keywords to compute the similarity ratio for very long texts. Then it went forward in its method and applied text summarization on the very long samples. And then it applied the keywords method on the summarized texts. It achieved high accuracy rate and it was %111.
The three previous tables show that see Fig.(7) accuracy rate of current system starts at %98.85 for short texts, when the comparison dependent on frequencies, so it was the minimum accuracy. Then using key-phrases force the accuracy to %111. Also using text summarization can force the accuracy to %111.
Really all previous methods are built on frequencies; keywords and key-phrases extraction is built on frequencies and other linguistic approaches such as word position, and POS, and so on; text summarization is built on keywords and other linguistic approaches such as; title, first paragraph, and POS. So high accuracy of frequencies gives methods that are built in the proposed system high accuracy rates reach to %111. 
